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This study used bighorn sheep telemetry data collected in Glacier National Park, Waterton Lakes National Park, and the Blackfeet Reservation to examine bighorn sheep movements and use of known mineral licks. Over 168,400 GPS locations were collected between 2002 and 2011 on 97 bighorn sheep individuals from 17 different social groups. We examined the proximity of bighorn sheep telemetry data to 32 known mineral lick locations to describe timing and frequency of mineral lick use. Fifty individuals had locations near known mineral licks, and most mineral lick visits took place between May and August. We compared movements towards known mineral lick locations with general bighorn sheep movements. After estimating bighorn sheep kernel home ranges, we evaluated how movement towards the lick, timing, and frequency of use varied depending on location of the lick relative to sheep home ranges. We conducted a k-means cluster analysis of movement characteristics to identify potential locations of unknown mineral licks and movement pinch points. We will discuss options for using these locations to monitor bighorn sheep health and population size.